Regulation of translation of the head protein of T4 bacteriophage by specific binding of EF-Tu to a leader sequence.
Recent evidence indicates that translation elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) has a role in the cell in addition to its well established role in translation. The translation factor binds to a specific region called the Gol region close to the N terminus of the T4 bacteriophage major head protein as the head protein emerges from the ribosome. This binding was discovered because EF-Tu bound to Gol peptide is the specific substrate of the Lit protease that cleaves the EF-Tu between amino acid residues Gly59 and lle60, blocking phage development. These experiments raised the question of why the Gol region of the incipient head protein binds to EF-Tu, as binding to incipient proteins is not expected from the canonical role of EF-Tu. Here, we use gol-lacZ translational fusions to show that cleavage of EF-Tu in the complex with Gol peptide can block translation of a lacZ reporter gene fused translationally downstream of the Gol peptide that activated the cleavage. We propose a model to explain how binding of EF-Tu to the emerging Gol peptide could cause translation to pause temporarily and allow time for the leader polypeptide to bind to the GroEL chaperonin before translation continues, allowing cotranslation of the head protein with its insertion into the GroEL chaperonin chamber, and preventing premature synthesis and precipitation of the head protein. Cleavage of EF-Tu in the complex would block translation of the head protein and therefore development of the infecting phage. Experiments are presented that confirm two predictions of this model. Considering the evolutionary conservation of the components of this system, this novel regulatory mechanism could be used in other situations, both in bacteria and eukaryotes, where proteins are cotranslated with their insertion into cellular structures.